MODEL DL DELUXE ININ-POOL DECK LADDER
FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS



Vinyl Works Canada manufactures this pool ladder to meet or exceed APSP/ANSI requirements for
above ground/on ground pool ladders



The Model DL in-pool ladder is manufactured using maintenance free resins with stainless steel
hardware



The ladder can be used with pool decks measuring from 48" to 60" for proper installation
requirements and stability (measurements from deck surface to pool floor)



This ladder is packaged in one easy-carry carton and can be shipped via courier. The ladders are
palletized in quantities of 30 (48" x 48" pallet), 780 per truckload for easy wholesale shipments



This in-pool deck ladder is designed for load bearing weight of 300 lbs. / one person



The ladder is extremely easy to assemble and install



This ladder includes two sets of mounting flanges; one set of rear mounting flanges and one set of
front mounting flanges. Using both sets, the installation to the deck is very secure. The front flanges
are designed to reduce / eliminate the movement of the ladder within the pool water



The ladder features five large treads. The in-pool ladder treads measure 18" wide x 4.5" deep. All
tread rises measures 11.7" high (on average). All treads have anti-skid surfaces (rise from top tread
to deck surface dependant on height of pool deck)



Double extended handrails on the ladder assist both entry and exit of the pool. The handrails facilitate
climbing from all treads



Minimum obstruction of swimming space ~ unit occupies only @ 10.5" within the pool (ideal for small
pools)



The in-pool ladder is designed to fit close to the pool wall to prevent entrapment and allows great
circulation of the pool water (both through and behind the treads)



The ladder is hollow - coarse sand or gravel can be added to the ladder for additional ballast within
the pool (outlined on the included instruction sheet)



Smoothly rounded base designed to prevent damage to the pool liner. A ladder or stair pad can be
used for additional protection if desired (recommended - sold separately)



An optional ININ-POOL LIGHT is available for the ladder (Model OPT12V - sold separately). The 12 volt
light fits easily into a pre-molded bracket on the in-pool ladder. It includes interchangeable colored
lenses, a 10ft cable and a UL listed transformer. Enhance your swimming environment and provide a
light for a safe exit / entry point of your pool at night



VINYL WORKS CANADA reserves the right to change or alter the manufacturing specifications within
the specified code restrictions. If there should be any questions regarding this or any of our other
products please do not hesitate to contact our customer service department at toll free 1-877-VINYL
WK

REMEMBER, NOTHING REPLACES PARENTAL SUPERVISION - ALWAYS SWIM SAFELY !

